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ABSTRACT

The general theory of dynamic ice structure interaction is described with transverse and torsional vibrations included.
The theory is applicable to cases of continuous crushing against vertical structures as well as against combined crushing and
shearing against inclined structures. Zonal ice force approach is used with the normal ice force component depending on the
relative movement of the zonal ice edge and contact face. The theory is applied to simulated medium-scale interaction tests
with columnar grained fresh-water ice and interaction events in the field. The simulations are shown to be in good agree
ment with measurements.

INTRODUCTION

Loads caused by moving ice floes crushing against structures
are dynamic in nature. Slender structures like channel markers

and oil drilling jackets have commonly experienced severe ice
induced vibrations. It was long thought that vibrations have to be
considered only in connection with slender structures, since the

dynamic response of massive caissons or bridge piers had not

caused severe problems. Then in 1986 the massive oil drilling
caisson Molikpaq in the Beaufort Sea was brought close to col
lapse due to ice-induced vibrations (Jefferies and Wright, 1988).
The dynamic ice structure interaction problem gained new
respect.

The phenomenon of ice-induced vibrations is still poorly
understood, but so is the magnitude of dynamic ice loads.
Engineers still rely on half empirical formulas and nominal ice

pressure values, which can be applied to specific types of struc
tures only (Eranti, 1986).
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Fig. I Ice pressure distribution and its zonal discretization
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The questions of vibrations or structural response and ice force
fluctuations are two sides of the one problem. A method that
combines the failure mechanical features of ice in interaction

with the dynamic properties of the structure provides an answer
to both questions.

THE INTERACTION MODEL

When an ice sheet fails against a fixed structure, the local ice

pressure may be quite variable along the width of the structure,
constantly changing at each individual point of contact. However,
as far as total ice force and dynamic ice structure interaction are

concerned, it makes little difference if Kry's (1980) idea to divide
the contact width into independent zones is applied. The zonal ice
forces are concentrated into points at the center of the contact

zones and divided into normal components Fn and frictional com

ponents FIl" The total ice force and moment components can now
be derived.

The development of the zonal ice force depends on the relative

movement between the ice edge and the zonal contact point. First,

ice takes contact with the structure, yielding under increasing
pressure, and the structure responds to the ice load. When critical
ice force is reached, ice suddenly fails in front of the structure.

The ice force drops to a lower level as the structure pushes against
broken ice until a new contact is created, and the penetration


